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Egress Metal Window Wells 
 
Window wells that are being used for egress must have covers designed which will allow full access to the 
window and the well. Since all situations are different, it is necessary for us to have additional information before 
fabricating a unit for your well. Please answer the questions below and return this form to us. This will allow us to 
make a final recommendation as to the size and design of the cover needed for your well.  Please note that any 
recommendation needs to be approved you your building inspector to be sure your local egress building codes are 
being followed. 
 
Customer ID#___________ (from top right corner of quote) 
Bubble ID#_____________ (located next to size of cover on quote) 
 
1. Is your well used for Egress?  (circle one)            Yes       No       
 
2. How does the basement window open? (circle one) 
 

In    Slides side to side   Opens Up & Down 
 

Hinged at side & opens out* 
 
*If your window is hinged on the side and opens out we will need the following dimensions.  
a. Open the window fully. Measure the total projection of the window from the foundation.  
 

_______________________________ 
 
b. Measure the height of the window above ground level outside the well. 

 
      ________________________________ 

 
3. Which of the following reflects your basement window? (circle one)                           

 
Window is flush with foundation  Window/frame are recessed in foundation 

 
Window/frame protrude from foundation 

 
4. If you home has siding, please be sure you have included these dimensions on the measuring form and that all 

dimensions were taken from ground level and not from the metal rim.  
 
5.  Please measure the rim height above ground level. _________________________ 
 
6. Any additional comments or concerns are always welcome.   
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________  
 
7. Please provide us with several photos of your well.   Photos may be e-mailed to quotes@windowbubble.com . 
 

This information will allow us to design a cover which will fit properly and allow full access to the window and well.  
Please check your local building codes to be sure this recommendation is suitable for your area. 


